years' growth?has advanced in his own day with at least equal strides with other departments of human knowledge, the accumulating literature of the Profession would redhl him to a just sense of the position in which modern surgery stands.
For much of this we are indebted to those who have already passed away; some, to whom our obligations are not less, are still among us.
The old treatises on surgery, the work of authors too numerous to mention here, were good in their way; they were faithful records by the writers of their own practice and observation. Often where there are such, the appearances and order of the several sequela).
The twelfth chapter, on " General Diagnosis," comprises general directions for the examination of the different organs, and the mode in which it should be conducted. It will repay the reader for a careful and attentive perusal.
Reviews.
[April, " the resistance is most striking in the ginglymoxd articulations, owing to the greater complexity of their structure and their larger size, but more especially to the greater number and bulk of the neighbouring prominences and depressions, thus permitting the displaced bone to become more readily interlocked with the fixed one." In dislocation of the hip, " the chief impediment to restoration is not, as was former./ supposed, the contraction of the muscles that are affected by the accident, but the indirect action of the muscles that are put upon the stretch by the malposition of the dislocated bone; and the operation may always be safely, certainly, and expeditiously performed, simply by manual effort, without any apparatus, pulleys, or, in short, any extraneous aid whatever."
We pass from the diseases of the bones and their appendages, with which the second volume opens, to the subject of fractui'esy which he regards as the most trying and difficult bi-auch of surgery to practise successfully. [April, It is not sufficiently descriptive, and it would seem to be objectionable, because "it is easy to comprise under this denomination every form of accident tliat can possibly arise, either at the moment of the injury or during the progress of the treatment."
The English reader will be surprised to find that among the various splints, beds, and apparatus of different kinds, proposed for the treatment of fractures of the shaft of the thigh-bone, the one which is more commonly used among us than (we may venture to say) all the others put together, is not mentioned by Dr pulsation; it is never at rest, and has, therefore, no opportunity to repair the mischief that has been inflicted upon it. Now, the object of the anodyne is to insure this result by paralysing the heart, and thus rendering it unable to send to the brain the accustomed quantity of blood. If this mode of reasoning be correct, it follows that the wounded organ, receiving less blood than usual, will be less prone to inflammation. We can secure repose for it in no other way.
1861.]
Gross's System of Surgery. fig. 128 the strap of the tourniquet is passed wrongly through the lower platform. In fig. 267 
